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Employer:   East West Railway Company 

Location:   Milton Keynes  

Basis:   Interim  

Role Summary: To support the shadow operations activity and Head of Operations at EWR Co.  

Team dimensions: Reporting directly to the Head of Operations 

 

 

A little bit about us: 
 

East West Railway Company is a new and exciting opportunity to be at the forefront of the 

changing landscape of the rail industry, delivering substantial fast-paced improvement to 

modernise the railway. 

 

East West Rail is a proposed new rail link between Oxford, Milton Keynes, Bedford, Cambridge 

and potentially beyond. As part of the wider plans for this strategically important corridor, it is 

one of the most high-profile infrastructure projects in the UK today. The new railway will 

improve local connectivity and serve as a catalyst for economic development and the creation 

of new housing, as well as significantly reducing existing journey times. 

 

In the 2017 Budget, it was announced that the East West Railway Company would be 

established to bring new drive and focus to the project. The Secretary of State for Transport 

recently launched the company, highlighting its role to bring innovation, to deliver more quickly 

and cost-effectively than existing models, and to develop competition with Network Rail.  

 

The company is now scaling up significantly as it has taken on delegations and obligations 

relating to the delivery of the Western Section and Central Sections of the scheme, which will 

provide both innovative upgrades to existing track and to design then construct new 

infrastructure. 
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Responsibilities and accountabilities 
 

As Deputy Head of Operations Lead for the East West Rail scheme you will: 

 

• Support and develop the Shadow Operator activities and represent the voice of the operator and 

customer for the EWR scheme. 

• Provide operational input into change management and operational safety and guide engineering 

and design decisions within the programme, ensuring that full lifecycle impacts are considered. 

• Critique and input into infrastructure designs considering operational readiness ability, including 

input into track layout, signing, control, level crossings and possession planning. 

• Develop operational strategies and capacity and oversee operational options evaluation. These 

include but are not limited to, ETCS, Electrification, Fares and Ticketing, Staff Training and Stations 

Strategy. 

• Contribute to the train operations strategy, and support franchising and timetabling activities. 

• Understand and contribute to Network Rail’s operation and maintenance strategy. Responsible for 

attending NR’s Putting into use Steering Group and other regional meetings. 

• Support the operational readiness strategies and processes and manage network and asset 

operational readiness throughout the project life cycle. 

• Support the delivery of rolling stock, depots and stabling locations for the whole scheme. 

• Contribute to the Non-Statutory and Statutory Consultation process leading to EWR Co’s application 

for a Development and Consent Order. 

• Significant stakeholder management across EWR Co, the Department for Transport and the wider 

industry. 

 

Experience and skills 
 

Essential 

• As operations lead for the East West Rail scheme, you will have extensive rail operations 

experience, including experience in a senior management position, in a safety critical environment. 

• Experience of providing operational support for large, technical complex, safety focussed and 

regulated projects, where there are multiple, complex interfaces. 

• Relevant experience in front-line railway operations role with working knowledge of railway legal, 

regulatory and industry processes. 

• Be an advocate for providing excellent Customer Experience and first-hand experience of delivering 

customer-focused projects. 

• Strong communication, presentation and people management skills, ability to engage and manage a 

variety of stakeholders. 

• Experience with the introduction of rolling stock, depots and stabling is beneficial.  

• Confidence in dealing with high levels of uncertainty and ambiguity in a constantly changing and 

challenging environment. 

 

Desirable 

• Experience of holding roles in fast placed and complex environments during the setup of a new 

organisation. 

• Knowledge of relevant legislation, standards and HSSE regulations. 

• Knowledge of and experience applying practical operational readiness regimes. 

• The ability to review and assure solutions within a complex technical environment. 



  

• Commercial and/or procurement experience is beneficial. 

• Understanding of diverse business functions and principles (including, but not limited to supply 

chain, finance, customer service). 

• Strong analytical skills with the ability to analyse complex data (quantitative and qualitative), draw 

conclusions, and produce solutions and decisions. 

 

Education and qualifications 
 

Bachelor’s degree in business management, Railway Operations and/or engineering or similar 
discipline or equivalent business experience and training.  Post graduate qualification in 
business management or equivalent is advantageous. You will need to have the right to work in 
the UK. 

 

Join the team! 
 
Please send your resume and a covering letter explaining why you are interested in the role 
and meet the above experience requirements to: recruitment@eastwestrail.co.uk 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


